
REDUCES mileage and costs

BUILDS balanced route plans

IMPROVES route sequencing 

INTEGRATES with CRM, warehousing and telematics

HELPS DRIVERS  

DELIVER FASTER

ROUTESMART FOR  

POSTAL & LOCAL DELIVERY



ROUTESMART FOR POSTAL & LOCAL DELIVERY

HOSTED DEPLOYMENT 

Save time and money with reliable, scalable route planning and the latest 

geographic data and tools.

INTEGRATION

Speed up implementation with web services and standard APIs. Optimized routes 

are returned to CRM, address management and telematics systems to keep your 

operations running.

ROUTE PLANNING 

Reduce costs and solve large-scale planning and dispatching quickly.  

Adjust and scale for daily and seasonal volume changes.

SEQUENCING

Improve service commitments for pickups and deliveries. Advanced algorithms plus 

the best street data create optimal sequences. Efficient zone sequencing enables 

faster package loading and retrieval.

ROUTESMART TECHNOLOGIES HELPS THE LARGEST POSTAL AND  

HOME DELIVERY ORGANIZATIONS AROUND THE WORLD BUILD 

INTELLIGENT ROUTE PLANS FOR EFFICIENT LAST-MILE OPERATIONS.

LETTER CARRIER ROUTE PLANNING

Manage the big picture and proactively plan for  
changing volumes. Update letter carrier route territories 
and sequences with address-specific, side-of-street  
level detail. 

PARCEL & PACKAGE DELIVERY

Adapt quickly to operational changes with fast,  
efficient daily route planning. Get drivers on the road 
earlier and deliver more.



Partnered with the leaders in 

geospatial technologies, and 

web services like Esri, HERE 

and AWS, our advanced features 

optimize speed and performance. 

PROVEN ROUTE  
OPTIMIZATION 
SOLUTIONS 

Our robust software integrates with client-side systems 

to form a complete routing solution that meets the 

demanding operational needs of your industry. 

RouteSmart Routing as a Service (RaaS) encompasses 

web services and enterprise solutions that allow you to 

create better solutions, faster. RaaS builds geographically 

compact, logical and balanced workloads in a fraction of 

the time it takes other systems to build less efficient routes.

RouteSmart for ArcGIS is the powerful on-premise route 

planning solution that gives you tools to master the big 

picture. Plan and visualize large service territories, balance 

routes and create efficient delivery plans with address-

specific, side-of-street level detail. 

Up-to-date street & 
address data

Accurate delivery 
locations

Efficient, scalable 
travel network

API-integration with 
industry-leading GIS 
editing tools

Reporting and 
optimization analytics

Scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to hear directly 
from our clients about their 
success with RouteSmart.

ROUTESMART.COM/PD



As a leading provider of route optimization solutions, we solve the most complex routing  

challenges for clients around the globe. Through our precise and detailed approach, we help 

improve route safety, provide operating cost reduction, and achieve efficiencies through route 

planning automation.

Rooted in research and focused on continuous enhancement, our team of leading industry experts and 
global network of distributors and partners intimately understand the routing challenges you face and 
constantly innovate our routing solutions to meet your changing operational needs.

INTELLIGENT PLANNING FOR 

EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

PROVIDING 

ACCELERATED  
OPTIMIZATION  

TO 4.5 MILLION  
ADDRESSES DAILY 

START YOUR JOURNEY 

WITH ROUTESMART 

Contact Jason Fry, Senior Business Development Manager  

at 1.410.290.0226 ext. 3233 or jfry@routesmart.com

ROUTESMART.COM/PD | U.S. 800.977.7284 | International 1.410.290.0226


